ANDERS ADVISORY

THE RIGHT ACCOUNTING FIT:
WHICH SOLUTION FITS YOUR NEEDS?
Your business needs high-level financial insight to make sense of reporting and turn data into actions. With
accurate, up-to-date numbers you can make informed business decisions that directly impact long-term
business growth. Whether you want your accounting expertise to be a dashboard away or down the hall,
Anders has the right solution.
Anders will work with you to uncover your needs and determine the best solution, whether it's an outsourced
approach for day-to-day accounting, an outsourced CFO, or finding the right in-house expertise.

WE CAN BE
YOUR
ACCOUNTING
TEAM

Accounting expertise tailored directly to your needs and budget
Ability to get out of the day-to-day accounting processes
Transparency in your financials and access to real-time data
Bench strength and industry experience

WE CAN BE
YOUR
OUTSOURCED
CFO

High-level financial expertise to help guide business strategy
Advanced reporting and recommendations to turn data into actions
Advisory through mergers and acquisitions, capital raising and growth planning
Expertise that scales with you and your goals, as much or as little input as you
need

WE CAN
HELP YOU FIND
YOUR CFO OR
ACCOUNTING
TEAM

The right CFO or controller candidates delivered to you that fit your needs and
culture
Seamless hiring process from sourcing to interviewing to onboarding
Insight into what roles would work best in-house and what could be better suited
outsourced

DEFINING THE RIGHT SOLUTION
WE CAN BE YOUR ACCOUNTING TEAM
Anders Outsourced Accounting gives your business the opportunity to leverage and obtain accurate financial
data in real-time without personnel costs such as hiring, training and maintaining your staff. From your entire
accounting operation to specifics such as accounts payable, payroll and financial statement preparation,
outsourcing your accounting function allows for scalability and increased internal controls. Let us run your
day-to-day with transparency and efficiency while you focus on what matters most.
WE CAN BE YOUR OUTSOURCED CFO
Whether you're looking for short-term high-level financial advice to navigate a business challenge or a more
permanent CFO to guide the business strategy and oversee day-to-day accounting operations, Anders
listens to your needs to find you the best solution. If the costs, training and resources required for an inhouse Controller or CFO seem daunting, a virtual, outsourced CFO could be a great fit.
WE CAN HELP YOU FIND YOUR CFO OR ACCOUNTING TEAM
Anders Talent focuses on hiring the strategic finance and accounting positions that drive your company’s
success. With over 20 years of recruiting experience, Anders Talent can help find the controller or CFO-level
candidate you need and handle the entire recruiting process, making it an efficient use of your time. From
hand-picking candidates with the right qualifications, experience and culture fit, to moving them through the
offer process, we make hiring seamless.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR SERVICES.
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